FLIGHTS of FANCY

MEDIA SPONSOR
NYC&G (NEW YORK COTTAGES & GARDENS)

DESIGN COMMITTEE

HONORARY DESIGN CHAIR | Christopher Spitzmiller

DESIGN CHAIRS
Lindsey Coral Harper
Harry Heissmann

DESIGNERS
Ahmad AbouZanat Studio
Alexandra Howard
Andrea Stark for Stark Carpet
Anthony and Sage Event Design
Byron C James for Highland Park Media Group
Camia Brown Interiors
Dean Yoder Interiors
Drayton Campbell Weldon for Vivere Interior Design
Emily Hodge Interior Design
Eric Lysdahl Interiors
Fete Home
Fleurish NYC
foley&cox
Harry Heissmann
Iza Silva Luxury Tableware

Jamie Garcia Design for JHUHN
Jared Hughes Design
Jeffrey Quaritius Studio
JL Goodman
Jolie Korek & Co.
K.A. Murphy Interiors
Kirby Sykes Design
Kristen Leigh Studio
Laila’s Florist
Lara Michelle Interiors
LGC Interior Design
Mallory Mathison
Mannarino Designs
Matt & Heather French of French & French Interiors

MCM Interior Design
Miriam Weinreb Lissak of MWL Design Group
New York School of Interior Design Students
Orangerie Garden + Home
Paige Boller Art + Design
Paris Forino
Paris K Design
Robert Ventolo of Crain & Ventolo Associates
root cellar designs
Sally Kellogg
Samantha Ware Designs
Tusk Home + Design
Verde Custom Flowers
Yvonne O’Kane Designs

PHOTOGRAPHERS
Christopher Delaney
Marco Ricca
Annie Watt